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Abstract: In online discussions, users often evaluate comments from other users. On the basis of face theory, the present study analyzed the
effects of evaluative replies on the evaluated comment authors. The investigation complements existing research, which has mainly focused
on effects of comments on uninvolved readers. In the experimental study presented here, disapproving evaluations provoked negative and less
positive emotions, and the evaluated authors were less willing to participate in the online discussion further. The authors’ perception of face
threat mediated these effects. The results contribute to face theory in computer-mediated interactions and to our understanding of online
discussions with dissonant standpoints.
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In online discussions below social media postings, users can
express their views and evaluate comments made by
others. Various studies reveal that feedback comments that
support or criticize other comments influence uninvolved
readers. For example, they affect readers’ perception of
the initial comment, their attitudes toward issues, and their
participation in the discussion (e.g., Jin et al., 2015; Stroud
et al., 2015; Ziegele & Jost, 2020).
By contrast, the effects of feedback comments on the
authors of the initial comments have barely been the subject of investigation. This is surprising, since many feedback
authors do not intend to only affect comment readers. They
are also motivated to correct or encourage other comment
authors; they aim to reinforce, signal affinity, provoke
thinking, or ostracize (Springer et al., 2015; Ziegele,
2016). For this reason, the present article asks: How do
evaluative reply comments in online discussions affect the
perceptions, emotions, and willingness to participate of
the authors of the evaluated comments?
To understand the effects of evaluative replies on the
contributors in online discussions, the article builds on face
theory (Goffman, 1967). In an experiment, I tested the
effects of evaluative reply comments on the evaluated comment authors’ emotions and willingness to participate
further. Thereby, the study is among the first to differentiate the effects of not only negative evaluations (disapproving and mixed replies) but also approving evaluations.

I tested the mediating effect of the authors’ perceived
threat to their positive and their negative face, that is, to
their desire to be appreciated by others and their wish for
autonomy. Finally, I tested the indirect effect of evaluative
replies on the willingness to participate via emotions.
The results expand our knowledge on the applicability of
face theory to computer-mediated contexts. They help to
understand the process of norm negotiation in comment
sections because commenters give evaluative feedback to
others to indicate their approval of positions and persons
and to sanction others. Examining the effects of differently
valenced responses helps to understand the users’ perception of online discussions and why they (do not) further
participate in discussions when others offer dissonant
perspectives.

Face Threats of Evaluations
In social interactions, people are concerned about their
face, their positive social image created in the context of
social interaction (Cupach & Metts, 1994; Goffman, 1967;
Oetzel et al., 2000). They desire positive face; this is a wish
for a self-image to be appreciated and approved by others.
They also desire negative face; this is a wish to be autonomous and not imposed on by others. Social interactions
that comply with these wishes are perceived as polite and
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indicate smooth social relationships. Other interactions,
among them negative evaluations, deny these desires. They
hold the risk of a so-called face threat to positive or negative face (Brown & Levinson, 1987).
Although face theory has originally been tested in faceto-face interactions, it is an overarching framework to
understand social interactions in various contexts, including
computer-mediated communication (Brett et al., 2007). In
both computer-mediated and face-to-face situations, people
are concerned about their face (Bedijs et al., 2014). This is
underlined by the finding that people expect politeness (i.e.,
support for their face; Brown & Levinson, 1987) in online
interactions in a similar way to offline interactions (Reeves
& Nass, 1996). People also react to face-threatening online
interactions in line with the assumptions of face theory
(e.g., Chen, 2015).
In online discussions, commenters often evaluate other
comment authors. The face-threatening potential of such
evaluations varies with their valence. Three broad types of
evaluations are differentiated in the following: disapproving,
mixed, and approving. In particular, disapproving evaluations have the potential to be hurtful (Brown & Levinson,
1987; Vangelisti, 1994; Zhang & Stafford, 2008). For example, commenters receiving a reply depreciating their viewpoint or doubting the quality of their argument may feel
devalued (threat to their positive face). They may also perceive an intrusion in their autonomy of participating in the
discussion and pressure to a future course of action, such
as withdrawing their statement (threat to their negative
face). Feedback-givers who use this type of evaluation
accept a threat to the face of the feedback-receivers. In
politeness research, such purely negative comments indicate a most impolite response (Brown & Levinson, 1987).
Communication scholars use a differentiation that overlaps
with politeness research: With the term “impolite” they
mainly refer to expressions and behaviors that do not
acknowledge the etiquette basics (Papacharissi, 2004,
p. 280). Complementarily, the term “uncivil” refers to
expressions and behaviors that violate democratic norms
(Papacharissi, 2004). It often includes insults, vulgarity, or
discrimination (Coe et al., 2014).1
In mixed or ambivalent evaluations, feedback-givers
do not plainly oppose the feedback-receivers. They take a
less decided standpoint, consider the others’ interests
along with their own, and try to integrate perspectives
(Oetzel et al., 2001). They honor the receivers’ positive
face (e.g., through appreciating some of their arguments)
or negative face (e.g., through accepting their freedom
to choose sides or express their view) at least to some
extent.
1

The third type of evaluations considered in this study is
approval. These purely positive evaluations create no face
threat to the receivers but fully advocate the interaction
partner. Note that civil responses are not necessarily
approving but could also be civilly formulated disagreement
(while approval is mostly civil and polite).
Evaluations can vary in their degree of reasoning and
argumentation. While some user comments present wellreasoned arguments and facts (Graham & Wright, 2015),
several studies suggest that a relevant number of comments
are not based on evidence (Loveland & Popescu, 2011;
Ziegele et al., 2014). Therefore, this study focused on the
face-threatening effects of merely valenced reply comments.
These approve or disapprove of an idea expressed in a comment, its style, or characteristics of its author, yet they are
not substantiated by arguments. In the words of Price et al.
(2006), they do not have informational influence. Still, they
transport normative information about the expectations of
the feedback-giver and can influence the receiver (Price
et al., 2006).

Affective Outcomes
Perceived face threats can lead to emotional consequences.
Emotions are here understood as short-lived and contextspecific states (Nabi, 2010). Emotions of positive valence
reflect being enthusiastic, alert, and active. Negative
emotions reflect feelings of subjective distress (Watson
et al., 1988). Goffman (1967) contends that individuals
are emotionally invested and attached to their faces. Facethreatening messages have been found to increase negative
emotions. They hurt (Zhang & Stafford, 2008) and elicit
anger, embarrassment, and anxiety (Cupach & Carson,
2002; Kennedy-Lightsey, 2010; Lin & Yamaguchi, 2011;
Willer & Soliz, 2010). This holds for threats to negative
as well as positive face. Rains (2013) shows in a meta-analysis that freedom threats (which are threats to negative
face) can cause negative emotions such as anger. Research
on online ostracism indicates that people who were
excluded (i.e., those who experience a threat to their negative face) experienced negative emotions (Zadro et al.,
2004). Similarly, users who were criticized or rejected by
strangers in social media (i.e., positive face threat) experienced more negative feelings than users who received
appreciating replies (Chen, 2015). However, Chen and Lu
(2017) do not find support for their hypothesis that participants who received disagreeing replies on their comments
(i.e., positive face threat) experience more negative emotions than those who did not receive any reply. It should

Scholars use the term “disagreement” to denote disapproval of an argument or a contrasting standpoint. It is not necessarily uncivil (Chen & Lu,
2017), yet it might be perceived as impolite (Brown & Levinson, 1987; on disagreement, see further in this section).
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be noted, however, that they did not compare the emotions
of a group who received an agreeing or otherwise positive
response.
By contrast, face-giving interactions, such as confirmations of affinity and trust as well as conforming arguments
or approving evaluations, are associated with positive
emotions (Brett et al., 2007). Jucks et al. (2016) support
the positive effects of ambivalent and polite teacher feedback in an online learning environment compared to frank
and disapproving evaluations. However, Chen (2015)
does not find significantly more positive emotions after
nonaversive replies compared to criticism and rejection in
social media.
From the reported evidence on the influence of face
threats on negative and positive emotions and the elaboration of the face-threatening character of different types of
evaluations, it is postulated:
Hypothesis 1 (H1): Disapproving evaluative replies
lead to more negative emotions of the evaluated
authors than approving or mixed replies.
Hypothesis 2 (H2): Disapproving evaluative replies
lead to less positive emotions of the evaluated
authors than approving or mixed replies.
It is assumed that the valence of the evaluation determines
positive and negative emotions because it influences the
perceived threat to positive and negative face.
Hypothesis 3 (H3): The effect of the valence of the
evaluation on negative emotions is mediated through
(a) perceived threat to positive face and (b) perceived
threat to negative face.
Hypothesis 4 (H4): The effect of valence of the evaluation on positive emotions is mediated through (a)
perceived threat to positive face and (b) perceived
threat to negative face.

Willingness to Participate Further
Face-threatening evaluations can have behavioral effects.
People perceive face-threatening interactions as unsatisfactory (Cupach & Carson, 2002). As a consequence, they
might avoid further conflict (Oetzel et al., 2001). Research
on discussions in cross-cutting social networks indicates that
counter-attitudinal contributions (similar to disapproving
evaluations) can undercut the participants’ willingness to
express themselves in the conversation (Lu & Gall Myrick,
2016; McDevitt et al., 2003; Mutz, 2002; Wojcieszak &
Price, 2012). This is also supported by Munger (2017),
who, arguing along social norm theory, shows that

3

disapproving responses can reduce Twitter authors’ future
racist tweets.
However, there are also reasons to anticipate greater
participation after negative evaluations. Participants in an
online deliberation experiment seemed to tolerate disagreement, “because they view it as necessary to achieve political ends” (Stromer-Galley & Muhlberger, 2009, p. 186).
This is in line with face-negotiation theory (Oetzel et al.,
2000), which suggests that people should not necessarily
avoid conflicts. Instead, people might, “apologize, compromise, consider the other, [engage in] private discussion, and
talk about the problem. This factor emphasizes a mutual
concern for both self-face and other-face” (Oetzel et al.,
2000, p. 413). This means evaluations that are not fully
positive should lead to further participation and a willingness to resolve the issue.
People may also participate after being evaluated; they
may argue, self-defend, and retaliate. This is supposed to
restore one’s own face by damaging the others’ (Brett
et al., 2007; Cupach & Metts, 1994; Oetzel et al., 2001).
For example, participants who were rejected and criticized
by a social network group retaliated against the group by
sending aggressive emoticons (Chen, 2015). Commenters
who received (uncivil or civil) disagreeing comments had
more aggressive intentions compared to commenters who
did not receive a comment (Chen & Lu, 2017). Those
who received uncivil (i.e., more face-threatening) disagreement were even more likely to send aggressive emoticons
than receivers of civil disagreement or no response (Chen
& Lu, 2017; note that the authors did not compare an agreeing response). Hwang et al. (2018) propose that such a
defensive reaction may be particularly likely when the
opposing statement is perceived as hostile. Cheng et al.
(2014) provide evidence from content analyses that commenters who receive more negative feedback show
increased activity later and produce comments of lower
quality. In sum, and contrary to the arguments in the
previous paragraph, these considerations suggest greater
participation after disapproving evaluations.
Given the adversarial arguments, the study poses two
research questions:
Research Question 1 (RQ1): How does the valence of
evaluative replies affect the willingness to further
participate of the evaluated authors?
Research Question 2 (RQ2): Is this effect mediated
through a perceived threat to positive and negative
face?
There is reason to consider that the effect of evaluative
replies on willingness to participate further is also mediated
through emotions. Emotions can trigger interpersonal communication (Rimé, 2009). They are an important predictor
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of political social media participation in general (Heiss,
2020) and people’s willingness to participate in comment
sections in specific (Diakopoulos & Naaman, 2011). Negative affective involvement increases users’ willingness to
reply to others’ comments (Ziegele et al., 2018). Affective
intelligence theory suggests that negative emotions, in particular anxiety, can mobilize users through elaboration. This
can result, for example, in commenting behavior to prevent
disliked outcomes (Heiss et al., 2019; Marcus et al., 2000).
Anger, too, has been shown to encourage political discussions to combat one’s beliefs (Lu & Gall Myrick, 2016).
Positive emotions can also trigger commenting behavior
because they can reinforce existing behavior (Marcus et al.,
2000) and make users more open to engaging with positive
content (Berger & Milkman, 2012). Yet, positive emotions
could also inhibit more effortful behavior because people
may infer that sufficient progress has been made (Orehek
et al., 2011).
Following from this, I ask:
Research Question 3 (RQ3): Is the effect of the valence
of evaluative replies on the evaluated authors’ willingness to further participate mediated through
negative and positive emotions?

Reference of the Evaluation
Beyond the valence of an evaluation (disapproving, mixed,
approving), the content of assessments can vary in many
further aspects. These determine the severity of the facethreatening act (Brown & Levinson, 1987). The present
study focused on merely evaluative replies and kept the
potential influence of arguments constant. A further
determinant that is assumed to impact the severity of the
face-threatening character of evaluations is the reference
category of the evaluations: (1) Evaluations can be directed
at the behavior or position rather than the person (Smith
et al., 1998). Negative evaluations of one’s position often
come in the form of disagreement, which is an expression
of a countering or challenging viewpoint (Klofstad et al.,
2013). From the perspective of deliberative democracy,
references to others’ positions are valuable to the exchange
of ideas and – if expressed civilly (see previous section) – can
contribute to deliberative opinions (Price et al., 2002). However, negative evaluations of a position can also create cognitive dissonance and challenge the evaluated person
(Festinger, 1957). Such disagreement may be perceived as
impolite (Brown & Levinson, 1987). (2) Evaluations can be
directed at the person rather than at the behavior or position
under consideration (Alberts & Driscoll, 1992). In extreme
forms, these are uncivil “ad hominem attacks” (Habernal
et al., 2018). Such forms of disapproval do not contribute
to deliberation.
Journal of Media Psychology (2022)

Generally, disapproving evaluations directed at a person
are perceived as worse by their recipients than disapproval
directed at a position (i.e., disagreement). Cupach and
Carson (2002) found complaints directed at the person to
be more face-threatening because they reference general
and irreparable personality flaws. Stryker et al. (2016)
demonstrate that people perceive attacks against the reputation or character of a person as more uncivil than attacks
against arguments or highlighting mistakes. In line with
this, Chen and Lu (2017) argue that uncivil disagreement
poses a greater face threat than civil disagreement. It
undermines the deliberative principle of equal and argument-based discussions and should pose an even greater
face threat. However, they also suggest that generally,
“people may be annoyed when others disagree with them,
even if the discourse is civil” (p. 121), that is, when others
disapprove of their position.
The reference of evaluations might interact with the
effects assumed earlier. If a disapproving evaluation not
only disagrees with a contributor’s comment but depreciates their general character or abilities, this is a greater face
threat than a disapproving evaluation of the comment content and could cause more negative emotions. By contrast,
approving and mixed evaluations that address the comment
author personally should be perceived as more positive.
Consequently, I postulate an interaction effect on emotions:
Hypothesis 5 (H5): The reference in an evaluative
reply comment moderates the effect of the valence
of the evaluation on the emotions of the evaluated
authors. Disapproving evaluative replies directed at
the author’s person lead to more negative emotions
and less positive emotions than disapproving evaluative replies directed at the comment content.
Research Question 4 (RQ4): Does the reference in an
evaluative reply comment moderate the effect of
the valence of the evaluation on willingness to further
participation of the evaluated authors?

Method
Design and Procedure
A 3  2  2 between-subject experimental design varying
the valence of the evaluation (disapproving vs. mixed vs.
approving), the reference of the evaluation (directed at
the comment content vs. directed at the author’s person),
and the topic of a Facebook post (meat consumption vs.
sexist advertising) was carried out. The design also included
a control group that did not receive a reply comment.
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This group will not be considered in the further analyses.
I informed the respondents that they would take part in a
study on a controversial topic. During the study, they would
be able to leave comments. They were further told that
other participants could read and reply to their comments.
The participants were randomly shown either a Facebook
post on meat consumption or advertising for a watch with
a sexist slogan. Three comments with heterogeneous standpoints were posted below the post. As on Facebook, the participants could comment below the post. After reading and
potentially commenting, participants were asked questions
on their general Facebook participation. Then, respondents
were informed that they could see the post and the discussion thread again and that other participants had probably
written new comments or replied to their comment. The
stimulus Facebook page then showed the initial comments
and the comment of the participant. It further contained a
randomized reply comment allegedly written by another
participant and two additional comments not replying to
the participant’s comment. The additional comments were
identical in all conditions. In the following, the participants
were asked about their emotions, perception of the reply
comment, and willingness to continue participating in the
discussion. After completing the questionnaire, respondents
were fully debriefed.

Participants
The experiment was conducted in Germany. Facebook
users were recruited from a wide variety of Facebook pages.
Participants could win gift cards. A total of 720 participants
completed the full survey (65.7% female; age: M = 31.74
years, SD = 11.68; 19.8% did not hold a college entrance
certificate).
The survey captured whether the participants commented on the Facebook post. Overall, 433 participants
(60.1%) wrote a comment and were assigned to one of
the experimental conditions or the control group without a
reply. Those who wrote a comment did not differ from those
who did not regarding gender (Cramer’s V = .015, p = .694),
education (Cramer’s V = .035, p = .355), and general Facebook use frequency (1 = never to 7 = several times a day),
Mauthors = 6.06, SDauthors = 1.81; Mnon-authors = 5.95,
SDnon-authors = 1.87, t (718) = 0.778, p = .437. However,
the authors were slightly older than the non-authors,
Mauthors = 32.59, SDauthors = 11.90; Mnon-authors = 30.45,
SDnon-authors = 11,24, t (636.605) = 2.449, p = .015.
The analyses only refer to participants in the experimental conditions who received a reply comment (63.8%
female; age: M = 32.92 years, SD = 12.12; 18.3% did not hold
a college entrance certificate). Participants were equally
distributed across the experimental groups regarding age,

5

F(5,361) = 0.427, p = .829) gender (Cramer’s V = .154, p =
.124), and education (Cramer’s V = .146, p = .294).

Stimuli
The reply comments only varied in their valence. The disapproving reply devalued the comment/author. The mixed
reply showed interest in the comment/author while at the
same time indicating indecision about its quality. The
approving reply advocated the comment/author. All replies
touch upon positive face (appreciation/depreciation of the
comment) as well as negative face ([non-] acceptance that
the comment was posted in the thread). The reply comments also varied in the reference of their evaluation. In
the first condition, the reply referred only to the content
of the comment. In the second condition, it referred only
to the abilities or lack thereof of the comment author (see
Appendix in the Electronic Supplementary Material 1,
ESM 1, for the replies).
To strengthen the generalizability of the results, the study
varied the controversial topic of the Facebook post. The
first post reported on meat consumption and advocated
vegetarian nutrition for the general population. The second
post advertised a watch. It used a humorous slogan that
could also be perceived as sexist and evoke disapproval
by stereotyping women and attacking gender equality.
The comment sections below the posts contained three
comments with heterogeneous perspectives on the topics.
In total, 371 of the 720 participants saw the post on meat
consumption; 237 of them (63.9%) posted a comment.
349 of the 720 participants saw the ad; 196 of them
(56.2%) posted a comment.

Stimulus Pretest
I developed reply comments for each condition based on
authentic Facebook comments. They must be typical for
Facebook and serve as responses to the diverse comments
expected from the participants in the main study. In a pretest, I tested whether the stimulus reply comments clearly
reflected the conditions. A total of 48 respondents not
involved in the main study assessed various reply comments and rated their perception. They assessed a disapproving, a mixed, and an approving stimulus reply
comment. The three presented stimuli randomly referred
to the comment content or the person of the author. Participants rated whether they perceived the reply comments as
(1) opposing or agreeing with the comment they responded
to, (2) showing interest or not showing interest in the comment they responded to, and (3) positive or negative. Additionally, the participants assessed (4) whether the replies
addressed the comment content or the person of the author
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and (5) whether they referred to the content or the author.
They rated the five measures on a semantic differential
scale from 1 (strongly agree with item on the left) to 6 (strongly
agree with opposing item on the right).
The participants perceived the disapproving stimulus as
more negative and opposing than the mixed and the
approving stimulus. The mixed reply, in turn, was perceived
as more negative and opposing than the approving reply. As
intended, the disapproving reply was also perceived as
showing less interest in the comment it responded to than
the mixed and the approving replies. The participants evaluated the replies that were directed at the comment content
as addressing their comment more than themselves and
referring more to their comment than to them as a person
compared to the replies that were directed at the person
(see Tables EI–EIV in ESM 1 for the descriptives and statistical test results).

Measures
Data were saved on whether the participants did or did not
write a comment beneath the post to which they were
assigned. Overall, 433 participants posted a comment
(60.1%); 367 were assigned to one of the experimental
conditions, not the control group.
Perceived face threat of the reply comment was measured
following Cupach and Carson (2002). Eight items referred
to threats to positive face (e.g., “The reply comment is
rude,” “shows disrespect towards me”; 1 = strongly disagree
to 7 = strongly agree, α = .948, M = 3.98, SD = 2.03). Four
items measured perceived threat to negative face (e.g.,
“constrains my choices,” “takes away some of my independence,” α = .792, M = 2.34, SD = 1.49).
Negative and positive emotions were measured with the
German version of the Positive and Negative Affect
Schedule (Breyer & Bluemke, 2016). Participants rated
how they felt “right now” with 10 items on negative emotions (1 = not at all to 5 = extremely, α = .899, M = 1.44,
SD = 0.63) and 10 items on positive emotions (α = .877,
M = 2.67, SD = 0.77).
Six items adopted from Ng and Detenber (2005) served to
measure willingness to continue participation (e.g., “I would
like to further contribute to the discussion”; 1 = strongly disagree to 7 = strongly agree, α = .827, M = 3.61, SD = 1.45).
To check for the validity of the mock setting, participants
were asked to state their perception of the Facebook page.
They perceived the posts as comprehensible (1 = strongly
disagree to 7 = strongly agree, N = 720, M = 5.58, SD =
1.57), typical (M = 5.38, SD = 1.53), and usual for Facebook
(M = 5.45, SD = 1.47). They assessed that such a comment
thread could similarly be found on Facebook (M = 5.71,
SD = 1.37), is typical (M = 5.54, SD = 1.47), and the user
comments are realistic (M = 5.19, SD = 1.56).
Journal of Media Psychology (2022)

Results
The data were analyzed with general linear models. In all
models, valence of the evaluation, reference of the evaluation, and topic of the post served as independent factors.
Besides the main effect of the three factors, the interaction
effect between valence and reference was included. The
dependent variables positive emotions, negative emotions,
and willingness to participate further showed only low correlations (r < .3), which is why separate univariate models
were run.
The valence of the evaluation influenced negative
emotions (Table 1). The disapproving reply provoked significantly greater negative emotions than the mixed (diff =
0.187, p = .023, 95% CI [ 0.348, 0.026]) and the
approving reply (diff =
0.282, p < .001, 95% CI
[ 0.433, 0.131]). H1 is supported. For detailed descriptive
statistics by conditions, see Table EVII in ESM 1.
The valence of the evaluation also influenced positive
emotions (Table 1). The disapproving reply caused less
positive emotions than the approving reply (diff = 0.260,
p = .007, 95% CI [0.073, 0.448]). However, people did
not experience less positive emotions after a disapproving
reply compared to a mixed reply (diff = 0.139, p = .174,
95% CI [ 0.061, 0.338]). H2 is partly supported. For
detailed descriptive statistics by conditions, see Table EVIII
in ESM 1.
Neither the reference of the evaluation nor the interaction effect between valence and reference determined negative emotions or positive emotions (Table 1). H5 is not
supported.
The valence of the evaluation had a significant influence on the willingness to participate further (Table 1).
The disapproving reply resulted in significantly lower willingness to continue participating than the approving reply
(diff = 0.605, p = .001, 95% CI [0.253, 0.958]). Willingness
to participate did not differ significantly between the disapproving and the mixed reply (diff = 0.341, p = .076, 95% CI
[ 0.036, 0.717]). For detailed descriptive statistics by conditions, see Table EIX in ESM 1. This answers RQ1.
Neither the reference of the evaluation nor the interaction term determined the willingness to participate further
(Table 1). This answers RQ4.
The topic of the post did not significantly affect any of
the dependent variables (Table 1).
It was assumed that perceived threat to positive and
negative face would mediate the relationship between the
evaluative reply and negative emotions, positive emotions,
and willingness to participate further (H3, H4, RQ2). These
hypotheses and research questions were tested with mediation analyses for multicategorical independent variables
using the PROCESS macro for SPSS (Hayes & Preacher,
2014). Bootstrap standard errors and bias-corrected 95%
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Negative emotionsa

Positive emotionsb

Independent variables

F

p

ηp

Valence of evaluation

F(2, 360) = 7.549

.001

Reference of evaluation

F(1, 360) = 1.366

.243

Topic

F(1, 360) = 0.172

Valence × Reference

F(2, 360) = 0.844

Willingness to participate furtherc

F

p

ηp2

.040

F(2, 360) = 4.256

.015

.023

F(2, 360) = 5.831

.003

.031

.004

F(1, 360) = 0.704

.704

.000

F(1, 360) = 0.649

.421

.002

.679

.001

F(1, 360) = 0.062

.803

.000

F(1, 360) = 2.019

.156

.006

.431

.005

F(2, 360) = 1.744

.176

.010

F(2, 360) = 0.740

.478

.004

2

F

p

ηp2

Note. Corrected model: F(6, 360) = 3.257, p = .004, η = 0.051. Corrected model: F(6, 360) = 2.021, p = .062, η = 0.033. Corrected model: F(6, 360) =
2.539, p = .020, η2 = 0.041.
a

2

b

2

c

Table 2. General linear models explaining positive and negative face threat
Positive face threata

Negative face threatb

Independent variables

F

p

ηp2

F

p

ηp2

Valence of evaluation

F(2, 360) = 389.112

.001

.684

F(2, 360) = 61.961

.001

.256

Reference of evaluation

F(1, 360) = 29.338

.001

.075

F(1, 360) = 3.142

.077

.009

Topic

F(1, 360) = 0.200

.607

.001

F(1, 360) = 0.037

.847

.000

Valence × Reference

F(2, 360) = 1.851

.159

.010

F(2, 360) = 0.207

.813

.001

Note. aCorrected model: F(6, 360) = 137.123, p < .001, η2 = 0.696. bCorrected model: F(6, 360) = 21.629, p < .001, η2 = 0.265.

confidence intervals were generated based on 10,000
bootstrap samples. Indicator coding was used to draw comparisons of the mixed and approving replies with the disapproving reply as the reference category. Perceived threat to
positive and negative face served as parallel mediators.
Analyses were run separately for negative emotions, positive emotions, and willingness to participate. Since the reference of the evaluation and the topic of the post did not
influence the outcome variables in the previous analyses,
they were not included further.2
In line with the assumptions, the disapproving reply
caused a significantly higher threat to positive and negative
face than the mixed and approving replies (Figures 1–3).
Perceived threat to positive face did not increase negative emotions. H3a is not supported. However, perceived
threat to negative face increased negative emotions
(Figure 1). There was also a significant indirect effect of
the valence of the evaluation through negative face threat
on negative emotions; the disapproving reply created higher
negative face threat and therefore led to more negative
emotions (Table 3). H3b is supported.
Perceived positive face threat led to less positive emotions (Figure 2). In line with the assumptions, valence of
the evaluation also had a significant indirect effect through
positive face threat on positive emotions; the disapproving
reply created higher positive face threat and therefore led
to less positive emotions (Table 3). H4a is supported.
Contrary to the assumptions, perceived negative face threat
led to more positive emotions. There was also a significant
2

indirect effect of the valence of the evaluation through
negative face threat on positive emotions. It indicates that
the disapproving reply, compared to mixed and approving
replies, leads to higher negative face threat, which leads
to more positive emotions. H4b is not supported.
Perceived threat to positive face significantly decreased
willingness to participate further; however, negative face
threat did not (Figure 3). The valence of the evaluation
also indirectly, through positive face threat, influenced
willingness to participate further; the disapproving reply
created higher positive face threat and therefore lowered
the willingness to participate further (Table 3). This answers
RQ2.
To answer RQ3, whether the influence of valence of the
evaluation on willingness to participate is mediated by emotions, I conducted a further mediation analysis. Willingness
to participate served as the dependent variable and negative emotions and positive emotions served as parallel
mediators. Indicator coding was used to draw comparisons
of the mixed and approving replies with the disapproving
reply as the reference category.
The disapproving reply caused significantly higher negative emotions than the mixed and approving replies. It also
triggered less positive emotions than the approving reply
(Figure 4). This replicates the results of the previous analyses (Table 2). Positive emotions led to a greater willingness
to further participate in the discussion. Through positive
emotions, the valence of the evaluation also indirectly
affected participation willingness (Table 4). However,

The reference of the evaluation also did not influence the perceived positive and negative face threat, nor did it moderate the effect of the
valence of the evaluation (Table 2 and Tables EV and EVI in ESM 1).
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Figure 1. Direct effects of the valence of the evaluation, perceive threat to positive face, and perceived threat to negative face on negative
emotions. Model summary for regression of valence of the evaluation on negative emotions: R2 = .11, F(4, 362) = 11.572, p < .001. Model summary
for regression of valence of the evaluation on perceived threat to positive face: R2 = .67, F(2, 364) = 368.017, p < .001. Model summary for
regression of valence of the evaluation on perceived threat to negative face: R2 = .26, F(2, 364) = 63.307, p < .001. *p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001.
Nonsignificant paths (p < .05) are presented with dashed lines.

Figure 2. Direct effects of the valence of the evaluation, perceive threat to positive face, and perceived threat to negative face on positive
emotions. Model summary for regression of valence of the evaluation on positive emotions: R2 = .05, F(4, 362) = 4.461, p = .002. Model summary
for regression of valence of the evaluation on perceived threat to positive face: R2 = .67, F(2, 364) = 368.017, p < .001. Model summary for
regression of valence of the evaluation on perceived threat to negative face: R2 = .26, F(2, 364) = 63.307, p < .001. *p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001.
Nonsignificant paths (p < .05) are presented with dashed lines.
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Figure 3. Direct effects of the valence of the evaluation, perceive threat to positive face, and perceived threat to negative face on willingness to
participate further. Model summary for regression of valence of the evaluation on willingness to participate further: R2 = .06, F(4, 362) = 5.744, p <
.001. Model summary for regression of valence of the evaluation on perceived threat to positive face: R2 = .67, F(2, 364) = 368.017, p < .001. Model
summary for regression of valence of the evaluation on perceived threat to negative face: R2 = .26, F(2, 364) = 63.307, p < .001. *p < .05, **p < .01,
***p < .001. Nonsignificant paths (p < .05) are presented with dashed lines.

Table 3. Indirect effects of valence of evaluation on negative emotions, positive emotions, and willingness to participate further via perceived
threat to positive face and perceived threat to negative face
Valence of the evaluation
Mixed

Approving

Dependent variable

Mediator

Indirect effect (boot SE)

Boot 95% CI

Negative emotions

Positive face threat

0.10 (0.06)

[ 0.23, 0.02]

0.19 (0.12)

[ 0.43, 0.04]

Negative face threat

0.09 (0.04)

[ 0.16,

0.19 (0.06)

[ 0.31,

Positive emotions

Positive face threat

0.22 (0.09)

[0.05, 0.39]

0.44 (0.17)

[0.10, 0.77]

Negative face threat

0.06 (0.03)

[ 0.13,

Willingness to participate

Positive face threat
Negative face threat

0.47 (0.13)
0.07 (0.06)

[0.23, 0.74]
[ 0.19, 0.02]

0.03]
0.01]

Indirect effect (boot SE)

Boot 95% CI

0.06]

0.13 (0.06)

[ 0.25,

0.95 (0.25)
0.16 (0.11)

[0.48, 1.45]
[ 0.38, 0.05]

0.02]

Note. Disapproving reply serves as reference category (disapproving coded as 0; mixed/approving coded as 1). Values in bold face are significant at p < .05.

negative emotions had no effect on willingness to participate and thus did not mediate the effect of valence of the
evaluation.

Discussion
Applying face theory, this study conceptualized the facethreatening character of evaluative reply comments in
online discussion and its impact on the authors who receive
such feedback on their comments. It aimed at expanding

existing research, which has mostly examined the effects
of user comments on uninvolved readers.
The findings support that valenced reply comments
(which are not substantiated by reasons) indeed affect the
commenters who receive feedback. Comment authors recognize disapproving replies as more threatening to their
positive face, that is, as less appreciating of their comment
and person compared to mixed and approving replies. They
also view disapproving replies as more threatening to their
negative face, which means taking away their independence
compared to mixed and approving replies. The valence of
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Figure 4. Direct effects of the valence of the evaluation, negative emotions, and positive emotions on willingness to participate further. Model
summary for regression of valence of the evaluation on willingness to participate further: R2 = .07, F(4, 362) = 6.891, p < .001. Model summary for
regression of valence of the evaluation on negative emotions: R2 = .04, F(2, 364) = 8.053, p < .001. Model summary for regression of valence of the
evaluation on positive emotions: R2 = .02, F(2, 364) = 4.143, p < .001. *p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001. Nonsignificant paths (p < .05) are presented
with dashed lines.

Table 4. Indirect effects of valence of evaluation on willingness to participate further via negative emotions and positive emotions
Valence of the evaluation
Mixed
Dependent variable

Mediator

Willingness to participate

Negative emotions
Positive emotions

Approving

Indirect effect (boot SE)

Boot 95% CI

Indirect effect (boot SE)

Boot 95% CI

0.00 (0.03)
0.06 (0.04)

[ 0.05, 0.06]
[ 0.01, 0.16]

0.00 (0.03)
0.11 (0.04)

[ 0.06, 0.08]
[0.03, 0.20]

Note. Disapproving reply serves as reference category (disapproving coded as 0; mixed/approving coded as 1). Values in bold face are significant at p < .05.

the evaluation explains a proper amount of variance in the
perception of face threat (positive face threat: R2 = .67, negative face threat: R2 = .26). This supports research on faceto-face interactions, which indicates that evaluations are
face-threatening acts (Brown & Levinson, 1987; Vangelisti,
1994; Zhang & Stafford, 2008).
It is an important finding that the concept of face applies
to the computer-mediated context of comment sections.
Compared with face-to-face interactions, participants in
online discussions often interact with people they know little about. They have little status information, and power
hierarchies can be lower (Dahlberg, 2001). Additionally,
future interactions and the need for justifications are less
likely for online discussants. However, online commenting
is public and potentially reaches a broad audience;
this seems to increase the desire for an advantageous
Journal of Media Psychology (2022)

self-image (Lim et al., 2012). While several communication
studies have relied on face theory to understand the effects
of computer-mediated communication on users (e.g., Chen
& Lu, 2017), the present study is the first that tests the
mediating role of both positive and negative face threat.
Future studies should systematically investigate how various online settings affect the perception of face threats of
evaluations, for example, by varying public availability
and the relation between the conversation partners
(Neubaum & Krämer, 2018).
Evaluative replies affect the emotions of the evaluated
authors. Thus, a fundamental assumption in face theory
applies to computer-mediated contexts. Although disapproving replies triggered both positive and negative face
threats, the effect of evaluative replies on negative
emotions was mediated only through negative face threats.
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This means it is not the contempt and disrespect of bad
evaluations but their perceived imposition that provokes
negative emotions. Since the tone in many comment sections is harsh, authors might not generally expect much
appreciation. Consequently, a lack of positive face might
not lower their emotional state. By contrast, a perceived
invasion of their right to freely express their standpoint
might be more provocative of negative feelings. This points
to the phenomenon of reactance, which includes anger (a
negative emotion) and is triggered by freedom threats
(Rains, 2013). This is in line with the present finding that
threats to negative face provoke a negative emotional state.
We gained a somewhat different picture of the influence
of evaluative replies on positive emotions. Only a perceived
threat to positive face decreased positive feelings. A surprising finding is that a higher threat to negative face triggered
by disapproving replies increased positive emotions. It
seems that perceived attacks against the freedom to comment as desired made the authors more alert and active.
Future studies should examine the relationship between
face threats and emotions in detail, for example, through
manipulating various threats to negative face.
The results also call for testing the effects of evaluations
on discrete emotions. The literature indicates that social
media content can influence specific positive or negative
emotions. Mostly, scholars have regarded discrete emotions
such as anger, aversion, and anxiety (e.g., Gervais, 2015,
2017; Lu & Gall Myrick, 2016). In line with appraisal theories, studies also find that discrete emotions can exert
different effects on social media behavior (e.g., Lu & Gall
Myrick, 2016; Valentino et al., 2011). Therefore, empirical
tests of the influence of different types of evaluations on
discrete emotions, participation behavior, and the mediating role of perceived face threat are needed. Evaluating
the relationship between negative face threat and anger
seems particularly fruitful; imposition and limitation of
one’s freedom lead to the perception of negative face
threats. At the same time, when one’s goals are blocked,
this can trigger anger (Carver & Harmon-Jones, 2009; on
reactance, Rains, 2013). The unexpected finding of the
present study, that higher negative face threat increased
positive emotions, calls for a distinct analysis of the effects
on enthusiasm.
Willingness to participate decreases with disapproving
replies. Authors experiencing such sharp evaluation tend
to withdraw from the online discussion compared to
approving replies. This is in line with findings of deliberation research that disagreement undercuts willingness to
prolong an interaction (McDevitt et al., 2003; Mutz,
2002; Wojcieszak & Price, 2012). Here, I found no direct
effects, but the influence of the valence of the evaluation
was mediated through perceived threat to positive face.
The more depreciating that authors perceived the reply,
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the less they intended to continue participation. This also
mirrors the avoidance strategy reported by face-negotiation
theory (Oetzel et al., 2001), which considers that people
end interactions to lower the risk of further face threats.
The perception of negative face threat did not lower willingness to participate. This is interesting, on the one hand,
because feedback-givers who attack the negative face
might intend to exclude other commenters. However, such
attempts do not seem fruitful. On the other hand, it is
surprising because the assumption about reactance (Rains,
2013) would suggest that feedback-receivers would counterargue as a response to a threat to their negative face.
We could speculate that attacks toward the negative face
might strengthen the willingness to counter the threat for
some participants, while for others, it might trigger the wish
to avoid further face risks. Future studies should investigate
the moderating influence of individual characteristics in
more detail.
Positive emotions increased users’ willingness to continue participation in the discussion after receiving evaluative replies to their comments. This supports previous
studies indicating that positive social media content
increases engagement with the content (Berger & Milkman,
2012) and reinforces the behavior of enthusiastic users
(Marcus et al., 2000). Interestingly, in contrast to several
previous studies, negative emotions did not increase participation willingness. Several explanations could guide future
research. The present study did not differentiate between
distinct negative emotions. However, while anger could
lead to combating one’s beliefs in the face of disagreement,
anxiety could lead to enhanced elaboration and reasoning,
which does not necessarily result in further comment
posting (Lu & Gall Myrick, 2016). Additionally, the reply
comments did not provide arguments for their negative
or mixed evaluation. This might make it difficult for the
evaluated authors to respond, and negative emotions might
trigger processing about one’s ability and opinion instead of
countering.
Unexpectedly, the reference of the evaluative reply did
not influence any of the dependent variables. This might
indicate a deficit of the stimulus material. The pretest suggested proper manipulation of the evaluations that were
directed at the comment content and the author’s person.
However, in the laboratory setting, participants know that
feedback givers cannot access any information about them
but their comments. Thus, the participants might have
related even those evaluations only to their comments,
which addressed them personally in their wording. There
is strong evidence that more general criticism and ad hominem attacks are more detrimental. Thus, future studies
need to investigate the effect of the reference of evaluations
in more natural settings that allow interaction partners to
differentiate more clearly between authors and their posts.
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The study also adds to existing research on the effects of
user replies because it is among the first that not only
compared nonpositive evaluations (disapproving, mixed)
but also approving evaluations. While disapproving and
mixed replies did not cause different levels of positive emotions and of willingness to participate, approving replies
actually led to more positive emotions and greater willingness to participate than the two nonpositive conditions. This
suggests that user feedback that is not fully positive might
have equal consequences to negative feedback eventually.
However, this does not hold for the effects on perceived
face threat and negative emotions. Here, the study pointed
to differences in disapproving and mixed evaluations.

Limitations
The results should be interpreted only in light of several
limitations. First, the study used a mock Facebook page
and investigated self-reported reactions to reply comments
in a hypothetical situation. This procedure aimed at increasing the internal validity of the results. However, it limits ecological validity because the participants did not engage in a
personalized social network site of their choice. They were
also limited to one of two topics chosen by the researcher.
Additionally, the study considered only valenced replies,
and the manipulated replies comprised merely three (quite
extreme) types of evaluations. Future studies need to consider the effects of evaluations that come with justifications
and differentiate more nuanced assessments. For example,
the present study is not able to differentiate between civil
and uncivil disapproving evaluations.
Despite the broad recruitment, the sample was not representative of German Facebook users. Primarily, the respondents had a higher level of education than the actual
Facebook user community. Although interest in online discussions is greater among well-educated users (Hölig &
Hasebrink, 2015), it would be rash to generalize the findings. Future research should examine the moderating influence of education on the perceived face threat of different
types of evaluations in online communication. In face-toface encounters, the education level of the interactants
may affect the implicit hierarchies between discussion partners. By contrast, anonymous online settings provide the
chance of more equal participation (Dahlberg, 2001). As
power distance is a determinant of face threats (Brown &
Levinson, 1987), the effects of the education level are
worthy of being tested and can advance face theory. Educational level does not seem to influence the perception of
uncivil online content (Kenski et al., 2020). However, it
can influence conflict behavior (Bobo & Licari, 1989).
Thus, an empirical test of the moderating role on future
participation behavior is needed.
Journal of Media Psychology (2022)

Conclusion
The results have implications for public discourse in comment sections. Authors do not take only evaluative replies
easily but show negative emotional reactions upon disapproving responses and can lose interest in the discussion.
Feedback-givers might intend such effects if they perceive
a comment as in need of sanctions. Attentive moderation
or engaged counter-speech by other users is required
(Ziegele et al., 2020) to prevent individual or organized
users from trying to suppress certain voices through attacks
against the author’s face. Feedback-givers are advised to
consider a more integrating evaluation that considers the
others’ face wants. This might mean that they need to step
back from extreme positions themselves. However, this
could prevent reactance and contribute to a common
search for consensus.

Electronic Supplementary Materials
The electronic supplementary material is available with the
online version of the article at https://doi.org/10.1027/
1864-1105/a000330
ESM 1. The Electronic Supplementary Materials include the
stimulus comments, the descriptives and statistical tests of
the pretest, and the descriptives of the outcome variables
by experimental condition.
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